Looking for information about painting? Need to find resources to develop an art history research paper? These and many other questions can be answered with the aid of the resources listed below. If you have additional questions, ask the librarians. They are ready to assist you in finding the information you need.

Reference Books

- Atlas of Western Art History
  R 700.223 St325a
- Atlas of World Art
  R 702.23 Ox29a
- Biographical Dictionary of Women Artists in Europe and America Since 1850
  R 709.22 D918b
- Bryan’s Dictionary of Painters and Engravers
  R 750 B84d
- Century of American Icons
  R 658.1 C3393
- Coins and Currency: Historical Encyclopedia
  R 737.403 Sn52c
- Commercial Artist’s Handbook
  R 741.6 Sn92c
- Contemporary Architects
  R 720.922 C767 1994
- Contemporary Artists
  R 709.22 C767 2002
- Contemporary Designers
  R 745.20904 C767 1997
- Contemporary Fashion
  R 746.920922 C767 2002
- Contemporary Masterworks
  R 709.045 C7674
- Contemporary Photographers
  R 770.922 C767 1995
- Contemporary Women Artists
  R 709.22 C768
- Dictionary of Art
  R 703 D561
- Dictionary of Contemporary American Artists
  R 709.2273 C912d6
- Dictionary of Interior Design
  R 747 P34d
- Dictionary of Modern Painting
  R 750.3 D56L
- Dutch Art: An Encyclopedia
  R 709.492 D951
- Encyclopedia of American Architecture
  R 720.973 P124e2
- Encyclopedia of Clothing and Fashion
  R 391 C646
- Encyclopedia of Comparative Iconography
  R 704.903 En195
- Encyclopedia of Italian Renaissance and Mannerist Art
  R 709.4503 En195
- Encyclopedia of Major Marketing Campaigns
  R 659.1 En195
- Encyclopedia of Native American Jewelry
  R 970.673927 En195
- Encyclopedia of Photography
  R 770.3 En194
- Encyclopedia of the Harlem Renaissance
  R 700.8996 E56
- Encyclopedia of the Romantic Era, 1760-1850
  R 700.414503 En197
- Encyclopedia of World Art
  R 703 En19
- Fairchild’s Dictionary of Fashion
  R 746.92 C143
- Illustrated Dictionary of Art and Archaeology
  R 703 M731
- Illustrated Dictionary of Ceramics
  R 738.03 Sa92i
- Illustrated Dictionary of Symbols in Eastern and Western Art
  R 704.946 H143i
- In an Influential Fashion: Encyclopedia of Nineteenth-and Twentieth Century Fashion Designers & Retailers Who Transformed Dress
  R 746.92 I433
- International Dictionary of Architects and Architecture
  R 720.9 In849
- Museums of the World
  R 069.025 M9729 2003
- North American Women Artists of the Twentieth Century
  R 709.22 N812
- Oxford Guide to Classical Mythology in the Arts, 1300-1990’s
  R 700 R272o
Books

- **700** Fine and Decorative Arts
- **710** Civic and Landscape Art
- **720** Architecture
- **730** Plastic Arts/ Sculpture
- **740** Drawing and Decorative Arts
- **750** Painting and Paintings
- **760** Graphic Arts/ Printmaking
- **770** Photography and Photographs

GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS

- **ED** Education Dept.
- **SI** Smithsonian Institution

Articles

Article databases can be found at (http://www.swosu.edu/library)

- Access World News (NewsBank)
- ERIC (EbscoHost)
- Grove Art Online
- JSTOR
- LexisNexis Academic
- Pop Culture Universe
- Project Muse
- Wilson Biographies Illustrated
- WorldCat

For a complete list of periodicals owned by the library, look at the Periodical List (http://www.swosu.edu/library/).

Internet Resources

- ARCHIVES OF AMERICAN ART  
  http://www.aaa.si.edu/
- ART DIRECTORY.COM  
  http://www.artdirectory.com
- MARK HARDEN'S ARTCHIVE  
  http://www.artchive.com
- ARTCYCLOPEDIA: FINE ART SEARCH ENGINE  
  http://www.artcyclopedia.com
- ARTLEX ART DICTIONARY  
  http://www.artlex.com
- D’ART-THE INTERNET ART DATABASE  
  http://dart.fine-art.com
- DICTIONARY OF ART HISTORIANS: A BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF HISTORIANS, MUSEUM DIRECTORS AND SCHOLARS OF ART  
  http://www.dictionaryofarthistorians.org
- DIGITAL ARCHIVE OF ARCHITECTURE  
  http://dart.fine-art.com
- GETTY PROVENANCE INDEX DATABASES  
  http://piedi.getty.edu
- GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM  
  http://www.guggenheim.com
- IMAGEBASE  
  http://imagebase.lib.vt.edu
- INTERNATIONAL DADA ARCHIVE  
  http://www.lib.uiowa.edu/dada/
- INTERNATIONAL ROCK ART DATABASE  
  http://www.cs.unm.edu/~brayer/rock/general.html
- INTERPOL’S STOLEN WORKS OF ART  
  http://www.interpol.int/Public/WorkOfArt/Default.asp
- J. PAUL GETTY MUSEUM  
  http://www.getty.edu
- LOUVRE MUSEUM  
  http://www.louvre.fr/llv/commun/index.jsp
- METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART  
  http://www.metmuseum.org/home.asp
- NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART  
  http://www.nga.gov
- NATIONAL MUSEUM OF WOMEN IN ARTS  
  http://www.nmwa.org
- NEW YORK MUSEUM OF MODERN ART  
  http://www.moma.org
- OCAIW  
  http://www.ocaiw.com/index.php
- PEABODY ESSEX MUSEUM  
  http://www.pem.org/homepage/
- PHOTOGRAPHY COLLECTIONS ONLINE  
  http://www.geh.org
- TIMELINES OF ART HISTORY  
  http://www.artslibra.org/resources/onlinepubs/timelines.html
- WHITNEY MUSEUM OF AMERICAN ART  
  http://www.whitney.org